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Abstract. This research traces the evolution of the norms of the Ukrainian and Russian languagesand their usage in modern 
Ukrainian media discourse. In linguistic literature widespread understanding of the norm (tradition of the use of linguistic units) and 
narrow (result of purposeful language codification)are extended. The process of standardization of Ukrainian and Russian languages 
took place in different ways. The national Ukrainian literary language belongs to the languages with an ancient tradition but its norms 
were not established until quite recently, having changed several times. Analysis of media discourse reveals that a high level of 

e it does 
not lose its communicative power in many regions of Ukraine, in the speech of monolinguist Russophones there are errors and 
ukrainisms.The intermediate Ukrainian-Russian language varieties, surzhyk,holds a special position in the media and public 
performances. In general, the contemporary Ukrainian media discourse demonstrates non-compliance with legislative and academic 
requirementsbut reflects the complexity of the linguistic situation in Ukraine. 
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INTRODUCTION. Nowadays, when high technologies have penetrated deeply into our lives, it is difficult to imagine 
that just over one century ago TV did not even exist. In the Soviet Union, TV translation was born in the first half of the 

-
Union Electrotechnical Institute in Moscow. The first images were motionless  pictures of famous artists and honored 
workers of the country. On the 1st of October, a statementappearedin the newspapers that for the first time in the USSR, 

radioviewers, said the speakers, we are 
starting transmission of the Soviet farvision

. In 1967, regular color broadcasting began in the USSR .  
In the Soviet era, television speakers demonstrated the highest mastery of speech and television was a reliable 

source of language knowledge. However, the Ukrainian sociolinguists foundanother role of the Soviet television: with 
the advent of television, according to LaryssaMasenko, the Soviet government received a powerful tool of russification, 
which, along with the radio, gave it the opportunity to strengthen and accelerate the processes of linguistic and cultural 
unification of the peoples of the USSR (Masenko 2013: 83). 

In independent Ukraine, state language policy, especially in recent years, has been aimed at popularizing the only 
state language  Ukrainian, but Russian speech is still heard from TV screens; moreover, the interpretationof the 
language norms of these languages is sometimes very blurred. Ukrainian literary language, firstly, has not yet acquired a 
stable norm, as evidenced by its variation on different TV channels, and secondly, a high level of proficiency in the state 

anguage, while it does not lose 
its communicative power in many regions of Ukraine, in the speech of monolinguist Russophones there are errors and 

 
The purpose of this research is to trace the evolution of the norms of Ukrainian and Russian languages, as well as 

to analyze their use on the air on the five highest rated TV channels of Ukraine(according to the rating published 
in November 2018 on the website of the National Council of Ukraine on television and radio broadcasting ) in order 
to establish the degree of compliance of the modern Ukrainian media discourse within the legislative and 
academic requirements. The special position of surzhyk, intermediate Ukrainian-Russian language varieties, in the 
media and public presentations is being examined. 
THEORETICAL BASIS. 
ambiguities. In a broad sense, the norm is close to the concept of usus  the generally accepted way of using the 
language. This way of speech has developedspontaneously andbecome a traditionand it alsodistinguishesonelanguage 
idiom from other language idioms. In a narrow sense, the norm is inextricably linked to the concept of literary 
(normalized or codified) language as the result of purposeful language codification (Itskovich 1970: 9). Eugen Coseriu 
was one of the first in language science who put forward a dual understanding of the norm: descriptive(reflecting the 
tradition) and prescriptive (reflecting the requirement) (Coseriu 1963: 175). The con

the validity of the norm, its real state and the idea of it, materialized in the dictionaries and reference literature 
(Havranek 1967). 

and variability as productions as they really are, but also about the distinction between spoken and written language: the 
norm is related to writing, the variation, on the other hand, is mainly seenand evident in the oral language, even if it 
seems that an important activity of the speaker is to try not to perceive it (Gadet 1995: 20).The oral form is 
characteristic ofdirect communication between people, it is more mobile, characterized primarily by features in the 
syntax and vocabulary. The written form of functioning differs from the oral form by the strictest selection of words, the 
representation of exact constructions, the use of a significant amount of abstract vocabulary. 

Despite the fact that both Ukrainian and Russian represent a single group of Eastern Slavic languages and began 
to form as separate linguistic systems at the same time, the process of their normalization took place in different ways. 
HISTORICAL CONTEXTE. Traditionally, the Russian literary language of the great Russian nation of the Moscow 
state dates from the late XIV - mid XVII century (Erofeeva 2014: 18). The XVIII century was the period 
oftransformation and enrichment, as the religious roots of the written form and the popular variants of the spoken form 
combined in a single language. VasilyTrediakovsky was the first who gave a theoretical substantiation of the necessity 

1Translated into English by O. Polovynko from: «  , -  , -   
 ...».  « »   « »     

…(https://tass.ru/spravochnaya-informaciya/523158 [10.02.2019]). 
2 https://ria.ru/20121001/761256162.html [10.02.2019]. 
3 https://www.nrada.gov.ua/rejtyngy-telekanaliv-sered-korystuvachiv-iptv-ott-u-ii-kvartali-2018-roku/[15.02.2019]. 
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of the regulation ofthe Russian literary language. However, the reformatory activity of Mikhail Lomonosov, who 

step to the modern literary Russian.Otherimportant contributions to the process of standardizing weremade by Nikolay 
Karamzin, Aleksander Pushkin, Ivan Turgenev, Nikolay Gogol, and Fyodor Dostoevsky. The nineteenth century 
witnessed the establishment of standard Russian and the period of its greatest thriving. Modern Russian literary 
language is the language that has existed from Pushkin to the present day. 

Ukrainian had, for a longer time,only a popular, spoken form. Ivan Kotliarevsky used this popular, folkloric 
material to create his literary style, thereby founding a new literary language, in the very end of eighteenth century. 
Another great Ukrainian poet, Taras Shevchenko, perfected Ukrainian, and contributed to its lexical and stylistic 
enrichment in terms of synonymy, neology, rhythm, and so on. His name has come to represent not just literature, but 
Ukrainian culture as a whole. Shevchenko was followed by a host of writers such asPanteleimonKulish, LesyaUkrainka, 
Ivan Franko, MykhailoKotsiubynsky, each of whom helped Ukrainian flourish (Shevchenko 2015). However, the 
control of Ukrainian territories by two different empires determined different conditions for the subsequent development 
of the title language of the Ukrainian nation. East Ukrainian and West Ukrainian variants of the literary language in the 
second half of the nineteenth century developed in isolation, based on different dialects.  

The russification of a large part of Ukraine, which was controlledby the Russian Empire, led to the prohibition of 
Ukrainian in school and relegation to the status of language of rural register. In Galicia, the western part under Austrian 
tutelage, the development of the Ukrainian language was relatively free; the question of the canons of a standard 
Ukrainian language was raised and a chair of Ukrainian philology was created in 1849.  

The USSR developed the use of Ukrainian starting in the 1920s, but by choosing a variant of central Ukraine, 
closer to Russian than the one that had been codified in Galicia (Marchand, 2014 : 3). The existence of two variants of 
the Ukrainian literary language in the XIX century in Soviet linguistics was ignored.The Bolsheviks, in the fight against 
illiteracy, opened more than eighteen thousand Ukrainian schools (Romancov,2008 : 11) however, this policy was 
reversed in the middle of 1930s by a growing russification (Seriot 2005 : 41) which led to bilingualism in favor of the 
Russian language.  

Thus, the Ukrainian national literary language belongs to the languages with an ancient tradition but its norms 
have been establish

 2015: 199). Historical and socio-political factors limited its opportunities for functioning in all 
spheres of lifeand natural development. At the time of Ukrainianindependencethere is a tendency to focus on a more 
multifunctional Western Ukrainian version of the literary Ukrainian language. This tendency in particular began to 
spread in some media. 
CURRENT LAGISLATIVE FRAMWORK. The information sphere of a democratic society presupposes the 
functioning within its framework of the media space as a communicator-intermediary between the source of information 
and the person (citizen) who wants to receive this information (Malyk 2009: 122). Television along with the press, radio 
and Internet sources provides information to the consumer. At the same time, the mass media discourse, in particular 
television broadcasting, reflects the communicative power of language systems operating in the territory of the state and 
providescontentfor the study of the linguistic situation. 

The materialtaken from the television news releases of the five most popular Ukrainian TV channels, 
demonstrates the presence of several language systems in the Ukrainian mass media discourse and tracksthe results of 

expressions, adoptions from other languages). 
Media space as part of the general information space of Ukraine is clearly regulated by national legislation. Thus, 

dcasting... programs and/or films 
made in the state language must be at least 75 percent of the total duration of programs and/or films (or parts thereof) 
in . According to the Constitution of this state, 
the only official language is Ukrainian. However, the following paragraphs of this article leave much more space for 
other communication systems: the live broadcast program is considered to be made in the state language, if the 
speech (replicas) of the presenters (announcers) of the TV program is in Ukrainian. Television news releases remain 
a type of 

incident (except for the discourse and replicas of reporters) in speeches, interviews, comments, explanations, 
questions, etc. of persons who participate in the program (except for the presenters) in volume, determined by the 
concept of the . And this does not contradict either the Constitution which guarantees the free 
development, use and protection of the Russian language and other languages of the National Minorities of 
Ukraine, or the actual linguistic situation of the country where only half of the population considers Ukrainian as their 
unique mother tongue and only a quarter invest as monolingual Ukrainians (Polovynko 2018: 287). 

4Translated into English by O. Polovynko from:      …  
/  ,   ,     75     /  

 (   )      07.00  18.00   18.00  22.00 
(https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3759-12[28.02.2019]). 
5Translated into English by O. Polovynko from:      (     )  , 

’ , , ,   ,      (   ( ) ), 
     ( )   ,     

(https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3759-12[28.02.2019]). 
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DATA ANALYSIS. The announcers of TV programs and journalists belong to the category of people who is obliged to 
be fluent in the state language in order to ensure one of the most important requirements for television and radio 
broadcasting  improving the educational and cultural level of citizens. It should be recognized that the Ukrainian news 
presenters and reporters of all five channels which came into our field of research (1+1, Ukraina, STB, ICTV, Inter) 
demonstrate a high level of knowledge of the Ukrainian literary (codified) language. At the same time, a few tendencies 
are noticeable, especially in the speech of the announcers of the leading channel in this rating: 1. Preference is given to a 
vocabulary that is different from the Russian equivalents(holovnoinstead of holovnymchynom[mainly], kredens instead 
of buffet dliaposudu[cupboard for dishes], papliuzhyty, han’bytyinstead ofzasudzhuvaty, porochyty[todefame]). 
2. Word-building models, typical for the Ukrainian are attracting more motivating bases.This is illustrated, for example,
by the processes of feminization of names of persons by occupation: vykonuvachka [executant, f], ministerka [Minister,
f], pedagogynia [pedagogue, f] and even names of animals: babachykha [marmot, f], hryzunka [rodent, f]. On the model
of neuter nouns ending in –  (obhovorennia [discussion]) the new ones are created: nastoluvannia [enthronement].
3. The formation of adjectives with evaluative suffixes ( ’ [very drunk]), including the forms of the comparative
degree from the relative adjectives and derivative adverbs (vesnianich  [more like in spring]).

All this does not detract the professionalism of the Ukrainian news presenters and journalists, but indicates that 
the Ukrainian language develops naturally, like any language system. However, in the news we hear more than just the 
speech of professional presenters. Informative programs cover events in all possible areas of public life, and in the 
presentations of reporters there are comments of participants of the relevant events, witnesses, experts representing 
different social strata of the population, a variety of fields of public life, all with different levels of education. While 
announcers and journalists are required to master perfectly the state language another participant of this program could 
represent any of the linguistic groups present in Ukraine, and speak in a language in which it is more comfortable for 
him to communicate. Furthermore, the replicas in Russian on live air are usually not dubbed. 

The monitoring of news releases on the five Ukrainian TV channels studied revealed the geography of linguistic 
groups. The population of Ukraine is made up of a plurality of communities spread over several linguistic regions: a 
predominantly Ukrainian-speaking western part, a predominantly Russian-speaking eastern part and the intermediate 
regions where not only Ukrainian and Russian compete but also a mixture of these languages, surzhyk, is widespread. 
However, internal migration flows, which have intensified in recent years due to the military conflict in Eastern 
Ukraine, blurs the borders of these regions. 

The geographical factor often beatsthe social one: even some civil servants, teachers, and doctors prefer to 
answer in Russian to the question that the journalist asks in Ukrainian. Furthermore,both Ukrainian and Russian speech 
are saturated with phonetic, lexical and grammatical interferences:1. At the phonetic level we can observe in Russian 
speech the distinction of the pronunciation of the vowel phonemes /a / and / o / in the non-accented syllables, which is 
representative of a phonetic feature of the Ukrainian language; and the non-distinction of the phonemes mentioned in 
the same positionsin Ukrainian speech instead, which is characteristic of the literary Russian language. 2. Influence of 
the Russian literary language appears in the consonantism system, in particular, there is devocalization of voiced 
consonants in a weak position in Ukrainian words.3. Vocabulary is another level where interaction of Russian and 
Ukrainian is shown as strongly as in phonetics. Ukrainophones use Russian words (skryvatyinstead of khovaty[to 
hide])or combine the words according to the Russian lexical compatibility (zadavatypytanniainstead of 
stavytypytannia[ask a question]).Russophone, in their turn, use the Ukrainianclichés which demonstrates the 
predominance of the Ukrainian language in the official sphere (vyborchyiprotsesinstead of izbiratel’nyjprotses[electoral 
process]). 

The analysis of the Ukrainian television news, particularly of the texts that are broadcast in the context of such 
programs, leads to the conclusion that the specificity of the Ukrainian media discourse is not only the functioning of two 
languages, but also the presence of an intermediate system that is the result of constant contacts between these two 
languages : from the TV screen we can hear not only the russisms in the Ukrainian language and vice versa, but also a 
real surzhyk -standard language varieties that dissolve the language boundary 

x 
for exhaustive scientific analysis and clear typology. On one hand, there is a group of monolinguals for whom surzhyk is 
the only means of communication. Most of them are the residents of small cities and villages, as well as people 
originating from villages who have education not higher than secondary. On the other hand, elements of mixed 
Ukrainian-Russian speech can be consciously used by bilinguals (multilinguals) and becomes a certain stylistic device, a 
specific feature of the person as a symbol of a certain social type widely represented in the Ukrainian society. Both of 
these typesof surzhykophones can be regularly heard from the Ukrainian television.  

Nonetheless, such defects are deemed acceptable by the Ukrainian National Council of television and 
broadcasting. Thus, one of the members of this state organ, SergiyKostynsky, said, commenting on the entry into force 
of the law on Ukrainian television quotas, that the discourse in surzhyk, in local dialect or russisms in Ukrainian 
speech will be taken into account in the quota on the Ukrainian language on television . In this case, the language 
norm is perceived as part of social norms, which means that the prestige of a variety does not derive from its inherent 
qualities, but from its social value. In other words, the attempt to speak Ukrainian even without perfect 
knowledge of this language is valuable. 

6 https://prm.ua/rusizmi-dialekti-ta-surzhik-u-teleefiri-bude-zarahovano-ukrayinomovnoyi-kvoti-
natsteleradio/[11.03.2019]. 
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CONCLUSION. If we study only the speech of news presenters and journalists, the Ukrainian media discourse can be 
considered as a source of codifiedlanguage knowledge, illustration of language developmentand changes in public 
consciousness.As for the other participants of the relevant programs, we have to state that for a large part of the 
Ukrainian population the standard Ukrainian remains a difficult ideal to achieve and many either prefer to speak Russian 
or ignore the norms that delimit the two languages. 

On April 25, 2019, the Ukrainian Parliament adopted a new law on the state language  
functioning of the Ukrainian as the state lan lowwill regulate more than 30 different areas of public life. In 
particular, the law will provide at least 90 percent of the Ukrainian language on national TV channels; at least 
50 percent of the names of Newspapers and magazines in the Ukrainian language at distribution points; at least 50 % of 
the names of Ukrainian-language books in the bookstores and publishers; the Ukrainian version of the authority sites, 
online stores and media. The law provides the clear mechanisms to monitor its implementation . 

The presentstudy can serve as a material for comparison with the results of a similar analysis a few years later 
after the entry into force of this new law. 
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Abstract.  Conveying the foreign, alien background in poetry, plays, short stories and novels has traditionally been regarded as the 
major aim of resorting to exotic vocabulary in  belles-lettres. In the present article the statistics are presented to highlight the regular 
usage of South Asian exoticisms in a wider range of the English functional styles. The functional assimilation of the analyzed lexical 
loanwords is revealed through comparing dictionary entries (to denote the retaining or loss of the  culturally loaded component of the 

current usage of exotic loanwords of South Asian origin contributes to the understanding of 
the conditions for the de-exoticization, i.e. nativization of exotic vocabulary. Among these the following features can be named: 
belonging to the groups of adjectives or verbs; relatively high level of the abstract meanings of the exotic nouns; the frequent 
occurrence in contemporary written journalese style; the topical socio-cultural context of its usage. 

Keywords: South Asian loanwords; exotic word/exoticism; de-exotization; culture-loaded meaning 
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